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Letterbox Share your thoughts on anything Unisa-related by sending us 
an email (inspired@unisa.ac.za) or letter (Inspired, Corporate 
Communication and Marketing, PO Box 392, Unisa 0003). 
Be sure to include your name and surname, student number 
and the course for which you are registered. Selfies welcome!

Please note that Inspired reserves the right to edit 
and shorten letters.

Talk to us

Practical advice

My journey with Unisa has been rewarding, but also mentally 
and physically challenging. I would advise students who are 
unemployed and studying through Unisa to make use of the 
campuses that are close to them as study centres are provided 
there. I found that it helped in escaping the environment at 
home where you are faced with endless household chores 
(especially for us women) and endless interruptions from 
friends and family. These obstacles can sometimes result in you 
forgetting that you have a qualification to obtain.

It is important to inform the people around you of your study 
priorities. I cannot stress enough the importance of being 
around other students as this will provide you with an invaluable 
support structure.  

Sharlotte Tilodi, BCompt Accounting Science Student

Support equals success

When I contemplated pursuing a career in communications, 
Unisa proved to be the ideal institution since it is flexible, 
allowing one to study and work simultaneously. My study 
journey at first level was very challenging as trying to adapt to 
the system of learning independently, but through the support 
provided by Unisa’s Directorate for Counselling & Career 
Development I managed to pull through. That alone obviously 
could not make me pass, and perseverance, diligence and a 
goal-oriented mind-set completed the recipe to my success. 

Today, I am proud to say that I graduated with a BA in 
Communication Science in October 2015. I want to assure 
other students that nothing is impossible if you put your full 
focus onto it. As the late Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela said, ‘It 
always seems impossible until it’s done’. This year, I am pursuing 
an Honours in Integrated Organisation Communication, and I 
intend to keep on studying until I obtain a PhD.

Nkululeko Chilenje, BA Communication Science graduate

Good advice and a ‘sound’ suggestion

My first attempt at acquiring a qualification through Unisa was 
in the year 2000 and my second in 2008, but I could not get 
beyond the first semester both times. I then registered again in 
2012 and worked much harder and completed my final year 
of the BCom Marketing Management qualification in 2015. 
Keeping the right company has helped me a lot. I would strongly 
advise anyone who is studying through Unisa to associate with 
people who share similar visions.

After reading the previous issue of Inspired, I felt ‘inspired’ to 
make a suggestion. I spend a lot of time commuting to and 
from work, about three hours a day. I often sit in my car and 
think ‘if only I could be using this time for my studies’. And that’s 
how I hit on this idea: perhaps Unisa could make CD or audio 
recordings of the study material available to its students - as an 
optional choice of course, even if it meant paying extra. It would 
really make a huge difference if we could be learning while 
sitting in traffic.

Thatha Mseleku, final-year BCom Marketing Management 
student 

It’s all about communication

Having attained a diploma, a BSc degree and an MSc qualification 
here in Zimbabwe, it was time to pursue a PhD. In 2015 I was 
offered a place at Unisa to study towards a doctorate in Inclusive 
Education. I would like to express my deepest appreciation of the 
way Unisa handles its communication channels. From the first day 
of my application to the day of registration, Unisa established a 
highly interactive relationship with me. 

Unisa’s services are world class, and I would like to urge the 
university to keep up this spirit of making students feel at home 
regardless of distance and physical boundaries. I am proud to 
be a new family member of this efficient and student-centred 
university.

Arnold Mapfumo, PhD candidate in Inclusive Education
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A Unisa qualification comes with an unspoken endorsement. As successful open and distance learning students, Unisa 
graduates have proved to be self-disciplined individuals who can work independently. The majority of Unisa’s graduates 
are part-time students who have had to juggle their studies with career and family responsibilities.   

In this issue of Inspired we salute and celebrate the successes of recent graduates, some of whom had to overcome 
tremendous obstacles to graduate. We also report on academia in action and look at postgraduate successes. As always, 
career and study guidance form part of the mix and in a new section we feature your pictures and stories.

We trust that this issue of Inspired will energise and motive you as you embark on one of life’s most important journeys, 
and wish you every success with your studies.

Editorial
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Masuka wasn’t born with visual impairment but it was something he had 
to learn to live with. His eye condition was discovered in the early 1990s 
while at school in Limpopo. After undergoing several operations with many 
different doctors, his eyes became damaged which led to partial blindness. 
Then, at the turn of the millennium, Masuka completely lost his eyesight. 
‘Due to the challenge of visual impairment, I had no choice but to learn 
braille in order to proceed with my studies effectively,’ he explains.

Light at the end of the education tunnel

In 2008 he enrolled with Unisa and registered for a BA in International 
Relations, but due to some challenges changed his course. He then pursued 
a BA in Human and Social Studies, specialising in Political Leadership and 
Citizenship, which he completed in 2015.

Interestingly, Masuka didn’t choose Unisa because it was the 
easy choice. ‘I love to be in a challenging environment, because 
I get to draw constructive lessons which play an eminent role 
in building up my character as an individual. I believe those 
who complete their qualifications with Unisa possess more 
skills such as self-discipline than students who complete their 
qualifications through full-time academic institutions.’

Enabling those who are disabled

There’s a mixed consensus on the level of support people 
with disabilities receive at various institutions. Masuka 
acknowledged that while Unisa and its Advocacy 
and Resource Centre for Students with Disabilities 
(ARCSWiD) do their best to assist students with 
disabilities, more can be done. ‘When I was using 
braille study materials, it was difficult for me to receive 
my study materials on time and it was difficult to write 
certain assignments in such a short space of time,’ he 
explains. ‘Even though I could not obtain braille study 
materials the way I wanted, I resorted to an electronic 

‘I love to be in a challenging environment, 
because I get to draw constructive lessons 
which play an eminent role in building up 
my character as an individual.’

Visualising success does 
not require sight

Thakhani Masuka, a blind Unisa graduate, wants to change the way people with disabilities 
are represented at higher education institutions. He completed a BA degree in Human and 
Social Studies in 2015 through sheer hard work and perseverance. The ideals and lessons 

learnt throughout his studies at Unisa are what Masuka wants to share with the rest of the student 
community, in particular those with disabilities.

Thakani Masuka –  
a true inspiration
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format of obtaining study materials which eventually 
enabled me to complete my qualification.  ARCSWiD also 
orientates students with disabilities to perform certain 
activities within the campus independently,’ Masuka adds.

Now that he has graduated, Masuka is ready to make 
his career aspirations come true. He wants to work in an 
environment where he can progressively contribute in the 
policy-making and policy-researching of an organisation.

He also hopes to change the mind-set of people and get 
students with disabilities more involved in dialogue and 
decision making at higher education institutions.

Based on his personal journey, Masuka has a few pearls 
of wisdom to share: ‘It is not important how slow you 
go, what matters is that you keep on walking the journey 
which will ultimately end in success when you obtain your 
qualification. The difficulties we face as students must 
never be allowed to shape our lives.’

Unisa part of 
Namibian deputy-
minister’s family

Unisa’s Advocacy and Resource Centre for Students 
with Disabilities (ARCSWiD) provides a wide range of 
support services for students with disabilities. These 
include:

 • Referrals to career and counselling services
 • Assistance in completing application forms 

during registration
 • Assistance with fee reduction applications
 • Assistance in motivating for assistive devices and 

access technology equipment
 • Study guides and tutorial letters in either braille, 

large-print, electronic or audio formats
 • Electronic versions of prescribed books obtained 

on request from publishers
 • Interventions with academic departments
 • Advice on assistive devices and access technology
 • Sign language interpretation services for deaf 

students
 • Orientation and mobility assistance for blind and 

partially-sighted students
 • Advice on low-vision devices for partially-sighted 

students
 • Referrals to relevant service providers and civil 

society organisations
 • Referrals to the Library Disability Workgroup for 

recommended textbooks in electronic format

If you have a disability and require world-class 
support, contact ARCSWiD today on (012) 429 
6923/4. 

In October 2015 the Namibian Deputy Minister of International 
Relations and Cooperation, Peya Mushelenga, graduated with 
a Doctor of Literature and Philosophy (D Litt et Phil) degree in 
International Politics from Unisa’s College of Human Sciences. 
Pleased with his accomplishments, the deputy minister said Unisa 
is a part of his family. ‘It is my family university as my eldest sister, 
Taimi Kamati, first graduated here in 1988 with a BA degree, 
while I was at high school. After completing my BA at the 
University of Namibia, I immediately enrolled for my BA Hons 
here. My experience throughout the study is that Unisa opens 
people’s minds and sharpens their skills. I would not mind doing 
another course at Unisa,’ he said.

Fascinating findings

The findings of his study indicated that Namibia is not a typical 
small state that is constrained by human capacity to engage in the 
conduct of both the bilateral and multilateral economic diplomacy, 
unable to influence terms of trade in the international economic 
system, maintaining a narrow scope of foreign policy, and 
subjected to dependency to large states, rather than maintaining 
trade and investment relations.

Flexibility is key

Undertaking this study simultaneously with his BJuris and later LLB 
Hons studies at the University of Namibia for which he graduated 
in April last year, Dr Mushelenga is no stranger to hard work in 
the academic environment. ‘I would like to encourage those who 
would like to take up their studies with Unisa to do so, as the 
mode of distance teaching tuition allows flexibility to students. 
One just needs to be committed. I set deadlines for myself as 
to when I need to complete chapters for my thesis and I ensure 
that I adhere to those. As I am a family man and deputy minister, 
who was doing two degrees at two institutions concurrently, I 
shortened my sleeping to five hours per day. I was going to bed at 
23:30 and woke up at 4:30, a routine that I am now used to.’

Dr Peya Mushelenga (Namibian Deputy Minister of International 
Relations and Cooperation) with his supervisor, Prof. Jo-Ansie van Wyk 
(Department of Political Sciences, College of Human Sciences)

Did you know?
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Continuing a fine family tradition

It was a proud moment for the Hoskins family when their daughter Nicole Hoskins received a Bachelor 
of Commerce degree in October 2015.  Nicole’s dad, Oregan Hoskins, is the President of the South 
African Rugby Union. He flew back from the Rugby World Cup to share this memorable moment with 

his daughter.  Beaming with pride, he spoke about how much effort and dedication Nicole put towards her 
studies. Oregan, who is involved in the development of young athletes in this country, shared this advice:  
‘Education is important and imperative if you want to achieve success. Grab this opportunity with both hands.’ 

By Jo Cossavella

Nicole said although she has attention deficit hyperactivity 
disorder (ADHD), she was still able to accomplish her goal 
through persistence and determination. She praised one of her 
Unisa lecturers. ‘Without Ms Mariska Evans I would have not 
passed one of my modules,’ she said.  “I owe her a great deal of 
gratitude.’    

Her mom, Geraldine Hoskins, said that it was a proud moment 
to see her daughter graduate.   Geraldine studied at Unisa in 
the 1980s and 2010s.  She said she witnessed the university 
change and evolve into what it is today. She is now completing 
a master’s degree in Education. She found teaching to be a 
fulfilling and rewarding profession and although she is not 
currently in the field, she still has the motivation to fulfil and 
further her academic career. When asked about the youth 
and education in the country, Geraldine said: ‘Students should 
put their shoulders to the wheel when it comes to education. 
Thousands are in the waiting line just to have the opportunities 
they take for granted.’

Proud parents Oregan and Geraldine Hoskins flank their 
daughter, Nicole

Caroline Nkunkuma with her husband and son

By Jo Cossavella

Her employer and now friend, Professor Bradbury, 
was delighted to bear witness to the milestone 
Caroline had reached in her life.  Bradbury 
commended Unisa, saying it gave people like 
Caroline the opportunity to work and still 
accomplish their dream. She said: ‘I have absolute 
admiration for students who are currently 
studying through Unisa, as it requires discipline 
and diligence to both work and study.’

From domestic to teacher

It was a day to be remembered for Caroline Nkunkuma when she received a Bachelor of Education degree 
in Professional Studies in 2015. After completing matric, she was unable to study further due to lack of 
finances.  Her dream from a young age was always to be a teacher.  She became a domestic worker and 

worked for Professor Jill Bradbury, who currently is an academic at Wits.  She was introduced to Unisa by a 
friend.  Said Caroline: ‘My friend said Unisa will accept me, regardless of the fact that I had not studied in such 
a long time’.  Motivated with the chance to follow her dream, she enrolled at Unisa in 2011. Four years later 

she was a proud graduate. ‘Hard work and a 
never-say-die attitude were the keys to my 
success,’ said Caroline.
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2015 graduations

In 2015 Unisa awarded more than 43 000 qualifications during its autumn 
and spring graduation ceremonies. Of these, no fewer than 237 were 
doctorates and 917 master’s degrees. Considering South Africa’s urgent need 

to increase the number of skilled citizens and especially master’s and doctorate 
holders to boost economic growth and increase global competitiveness, Unisa’s 
graduation figures are very encouraging.

at a glance

qualificationsdoctorates

qualifications 
in the fields 
of science, 
engineering 
and technology, 
and agricultural 
and health 
sciences

master’s 
degrees

qualifications

qualifications

College of 
Education:

College of 
Economic 
and 
Management 
Sciences:

43 000237

2 660

917

15 003

9 347

2015
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Lending a 

In South Africa there are unfortunately no state-run veterinary hospitals or clinics. The South African Veterinary 
Association (SAVA) supports responsible pet ownership and understands the importance of the human animal 
bond. SAVA therefore established Community Veterinary Clinics (CVCs) to assist disadvantaged pet owners (those 

who can either not afford or do not have access to veterinary services) with basic animal health care. Unisa is now 
joining SAVA and the Department of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries (DAFF) in this ‘pawful’ cause.

Unisa’s College of Agriculture and Environmental Sciences (CAES) 
officially launched its new Mobile Veterinary Clinic at the Science 
Campus on 25 November 2015. The mobile clinic, custom built by 
the Angelo Kater Group with funds received from the Department 
of Higher Education and Training (DHET), has a number of objectives 
including offering practical training opportunities in Primary Animal 
Health Care (PAHC) for Animal Health students of the university 
and affording access to veterinary services to poorly-resourced 
communities in Florida and surrounding areas.

The clinic is equipped with basic veterinary theatre equipment which 
will enable the Unisa Animal Health team to perform basic clinical 
procedures (spays and castrations), and provide treatment as well 
as vaccinations and parasite control as a service to poorly-resourced 
communities. The mobile clinic will also be linked to veterinary 
hospitals in the area, to ensure an after-hours service and emergency 
care for animals.

It is also fully-equipped with a sound system and television, which will 
come in handy in community awareness drives about the essential 
aspects of animal diseases and the impact these might have on 
human health. This is over and above an emergency battery supply 
system and a generator that will ensure functionality at all times.

Unisa’s College of Agriculture and 
Environmental Sciences officially launched 
its new Mobile Veterinary Clinic at the 
Science Campus in Johannesburg on  
25 November 2015.

paw to poorly
resourced communities
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Many higher education institutions have inspiring vision and mission statements. 
Aspirations of being a leading university or the university of choice, a 
university that is making a difference, one that is relevant and one that is 

responsive to the needs of society abound. But if they were living up to their intentions 
and successful in translating these aspirations into practice, why the common complaint 
that today’s graduates do not have the skills required by the marketplace and that they 
are not ‘job ready’? 

It takes two to 
improve graduate employability

At the High-Level Policy Forum that was hosted by Unisa in 
October 2015 and organised by the International Council 
on Distance Education (ICDE) in partnership with the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
(UNESCO), the Commonwealth of Learning and the Open 
Education Consortium, the need for closer collaboration 
between universities and employers was identified as a measure 
to narrow the skills gap and ensure the relevance and value of 
university education. Work-integrated learning (WIL) is one such 
initiative and is aimed at promoting closer and more effective 
collaboration between universities and business. 

In WIL programmes students are required to work at a field-
related workplace to earn credits for their qualification and 
to gain practical experience and acquire relevant skills. While 
WIL programmes may be a new initiative in some disciplines, 
this is not the case in the field of mining. Mining Engineering 
lecturer and WIL Co-ordinator in the Department of Electrical 
and Mining Engineering Lucky Maseko explains that the close 
relationship between the South African mines and universities 
offering minerals education dates back to many years ago. ‘In 
the past, the mining industry preferred mining students to first 
be exposed to practical mining before enrolling for tertiary 
studies. This was very helpful in producing qualified individuals 
who were more mature and readily employable,’ he says.  Today 
a WIL component forms an important part of the Mining 
Engineering qualification and provides students with practical 
experience and the opportunity to apply their theoretical 
knowledge to solve real world problems.

Academics also benefit from collaborating with industry partners 
as their feedback help to inform curriculum development. ‘The 
outcome of the close relationship between the department 
and the mining industry is a curriculum that matches the 
needs of the industry and this of course makes students more 
employable,’ says Maseko.

Getting a first-hand taste of their future workplace is to many 
students a transforming process. Reflecting on her experience, a 
graduate in the Department of Agriculture and Animal Health 
enthuses, ‘The experience I gained doing the practical part of 
my studies can literally be described it in two words – wonderful 

and unforgettable. I am of the opinion that work-integrated 
training is the most important part of this qualification because 
it gave me hands-on experience’.  Besides getting to know the 
workplace better, students say the practical exposure helps them 
to understand the theoretical part much better.

However, it is not only student and academics that benefit 
from the university's partnership with industry.  For the 
business partner being involved in a WIL initiative means 
having additional, dedicated resources available to complete 
specific tasks or projects. Students are also on top of the latest 
theoretical insights and often have fresh perspectives to offer on 
challenges the business may experience. 

Closer collaboration between universities and employers and 
working in tandem with industry to educate quality graduates 
that have job-specific skills might just see more universities 
delivering on their promising visions.
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Every meal cooked with Unisa’s

As electricity costs skyrocket, a Muldersdrift sweet potato farmer and his wife are enjoying the freedom that 
comes from cooking with biogas made from cattle dung. Engineers Without Borders (EWB), a group of 
postgraduate and undergraduate engineering students from Unisa, commissioned a “biodigester” at the 

home of Joseph and Thokozika Nkosi on 11 November 2015. Since then, the couple have been cooking exclusively 
with home-made biogas.

‘It’s like magic; I’m very happy,’ says Joseph, who now pays 
nothing for cooking fuel and is unruffled when electricity cuts 
occur. ‘Before, when we were using electricity and normal gas 
for cooking, we were paying plenty-plus, bye-bye. Every time 
you go buy a gas bottle, the price comes up.’ Now, once a day 
or every second day, Joseph strides off to a neighbour’s farm, 
collects a small bucket of cattle dung, makes 20 litres of “dung 
slurry” (one part dung to about three parts water), and pours it 
into the biodigester’s concrete feeder.

From cow dung to gas

No sooner is the mixture in the feeder than the microbes in 
the dung start breaking it down and converting it into biogas. 
The gas is fed via a hosepipe-sized tube into a six-metre-long 
canvas bag (the digester), which gradually inflates as it fills. After 
about seven days, the gas is ready for use. From the biodigester, 
it travels through a pipe buried underground and is then tapped 
into the Nkosi kitchen, which is equipped with a two-plate 
biofuel stove and an overhead light (also powered by biogas). 
From there, cooking is a simple matter of opening the gas 
connection, switching on the stove and lighting the gas. ‘It’s very 
fast; I’m very happy,’ says Thokozika.

She proceeds to boil two eggs in a saucepan of water to 
demonstrate how well the system works. Minutes later, 
two Unisa engineering students, Charles Rashama and Veli 
Mthethwa, are tucking into the hard-boiled eggs.

Tangible benefits for all

Ralph Muvhiiwa, leader of the Engineers without Borders 
project, which falls under Unisa’s Material and Process Synthesis 
(MaPS) unit, says few South Africans are aware of the benefits of 
biogas and that this project should help to raise awareness. ‘For 
people to accept new technology takes education and exposure. 
Joseph’s neighbours also want to use biogas now.’

Joseph confirms this, adding that he had no idea biogas existed 
before a chance encounter with the MaPS research team 
from Unisa. They met him while they were driving around 
Muldersdrift near Krugersdorp, looking for cow dung for their 
experiments. ‘He asked why we needed cow dung and we told 
him it was for our biogas experiments,’ says Muvhiiwa. ‘He didn’t 
believe it.”

Now firmly convinced of the benefits of biogas, the Nkosis 
are more than willing to be part of the MaPS team’s next 
experiment—plans to install a biofuel geyser for heating water.

Joseph and Thokozika Nkosi show 
off their biodegester with the EWB 
team and Prof. Diane Hildebrandt 
(Director: MaPS) (right)

‘magic gas’
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By Edgar Rathelele

Gladwell Marebane (Project Coordinator) and Prof. Mmago Maila 
(Teaching Practice Manager)

Major boost for 
teaching practice 
students
Unisa’s College of Education (CEDU) has implemented a 
teacher centre (TC) project to improve teaching practice 
arrangements. According to Gladwell Marebane, the project 
coordinator, the project entails extending student online access 
and support through the deployment of ICT infrastructure, 
i.e. laptops, connectivity, videoconferencing, printing, scanning 
and systems development at 34 teacher centres in various 
provinces. The project will be rolled out in collaboration with 
the Department of Basic Education (DBE) and Vodacom. In 
addition to the teacher centres, CEDU will also use the 60+ 
teacher centres resourced by Vodacom to facilitate teaching and 
learning, he said.

While Unisa’s Teaching Practice Office is facilitating the 
infrastructure at the 34 TCs, teaching practice students will, 
by extension of scope, have access to the other DBE centres 
resourced by Vodacom. These sites will assist in building 
communities of practice where students can participate 
in discussions both virtual and online, view best practice 
lessons, and use the ICT resources at that centre. The use 
of videoconferencing will enable improved communication 
between academics and the students.

Two Unisa EWB students, Charles Rashama and Veli Mthethwa, 
tucking into the hard-boiled eggs cooked with the methane gas

The EWB team digs the trench for the biodigester, while Joseph 
Nkosi looks on

Ralph Muvhiiwa (Chairperson: EWB) and Thokozika Nkosi
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Q: What postgraduate qualification 
are you studying towards? 
a: I am studying towards a doctorate in the field of 
Religion and New Testament. 

Q: Why did you choose this field? 
a: Questions around God have always interested me – the 
question of construction of identity, knowledge and cultural 
construction through the use of biblical texts. I am also 
intrigued by the narrative surrounding the translation of the 
New Testament, particularly the 1857 English-Setswana 
Bible translated by Robert Moffat.

Q: Please tell us about your research.
a: My PhD topic is Colonialism, Moffat’s 1857 English –
Setswana Bible and the disappearance of the Badimo. The 
project has been slumbering in my subconscious for quite 
a while and it can be seen in the titles of papers that I have 
presented at numerous instances. 

The project looks at how, through colonialism, the first 
English-Setswana Bible constructed Batswana identity and 
their religious experiences. Against the background of the 
‘decolonial turn,’ with the assistance of translation theories, 

Postgrad

three students from the College of Human sciences share their take on the 
postgraduate experience. interviews by rivonia naidu-Hoffmeester.

Daniel Mothoagae

as well as inputs from reception-criticism, the project 
aims to illustrate that translation of biblical texts is not an 
apolitical, ahistorical and discursively neutral exercise. 

Q: How would you describe your 
overall postgraduate experience? 
a: My overall postgraduate experience at the College 
of Human Sciences has been overwhelmingly positive. 
The Office of Graduates Studies provides support for 
postgraduate students by hosting M&D workshops 
and seminars where they invite experts in the field of 
humanities to focus on specific needs. The college, 
through these M&D programmes, facilitates a healthy, 
ethical working relationship between the supervisor and 
the student. 

passion
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Q: What postgraduate qualification are 
you studying towards?  
a: I am currently studying towards a D Litt et Phil. I am in my 
second year of the degree.  

Q: What is your field of study and why 
did you choose it? 
a: This has never been an easy question to answer, and there 
are many clichéd responses I can give. My initial plan was to do a 
combination of sports psychology and physiotherapy, but when I 
started my undergraduate studies in psychology, I became more 
interested in the human psyche and so decided to continue 
with psychology. Over the years, several lecturers and trainers 
impacted on my decision to apply for clinical psychology. 

Q: Please tell us about your research.
a: During my master’s degree in clinical psychology training, 
I was exposed to forensic psychology for the first time. This 
practical block during 2005 was mainly focused on family law 
in the context of the Office of the Family Advocate. Almost a 
decade later, I was still intrigued by the many questions I had 
during my training and the complex and challenging context of 
child custody disputes, now referred to as primary residency and 
contact disputes.

In 2012 I decided to explore this further as part of my doctorate 
degree. The aim of my research is to explore the current 
landscape in South Africa within the forensic context, with a 
specific focus on primary residency and contact disputes. 

Q: How would you describe your overall 
postgraduate experience? 
a: Thus far it has been positive. There are a lot of opportunities 
to learn and acquire the knowledge or skills needed.  

Dr Nokuthula Mazibuko

Nikki Themistocleous

Q: What postgraduate qualification have 
you completed? 
a: I completed a DLitt et Phil (Sociology) at Unisa in July 2015. 

Q: What was your field of study and why 
did you choose it? 
a: My field of study was domestic violence against women. 
Domestic violence is recognised in South Africa as a profound 
violation of women’s human rights and as a major barrier to 
social and economic development. The year 2015 marked 
21 years of democracy in South Africa and also 21 years of a 
national commitment to gender equality. However, women, 
especially black women, are still the most marginalised and 
vulnerable groups even in their own homes. 

Q: Please tell us about your research.
a: The title of my doctoral thesis was Women’s narratives on 
domestic violence: A study in Mamelodi, South Africa. The focus 
of the study was on domestic violence perpetrated on women 
by their intimate partners. This thesis specifically focused on the 
incidence and perpetration of domestic violence among middle-
class women in Mamelodi Township, with the specific focus of 
creating awareness among the communities and it was here 
that the originality of this thesis was based. 

Q: How would you describe your overall 
postgraduate experience? 
a: Fulfilling. Yes, I did face obstacles. However, the support 
I received from family members, friends and colleagues was 
unforgettable. I am grateful 
to all of them.
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Within a few years, it was determined that the highly gifted 
children were far from being socially, physically clumsy and 
maladjusted. Findings indicated just the opposite: the children 
tended to be stronger, and healthier than the children with 
below-average intelligence (IQ). These children also did well at 
school. However, the question arose as to how gifted children 
fared in the real world as adults? From one study, a group of 
1500 subjects, two-thirds had graduated from university, and 
a large number had gone on to complete more advanced 
academic degrees (post graduate studies).

A specialised group was selected as part of this study. The 
study indicated that not all high intelligence subjects were so 
successful in their world of work.  To find out why, the 100 most 
successful people (group A) were compared to the 100 least 
successful adults (group B). Only a handful of the B group had 
become professionals, and none were doing well in their fields 
of work.  The A’s were earning high salaries and making rapid 
progress in their careers. In their personal lives, the B’s were less 
healthy, had higher rates of alcoholism and were three times 
more likely to be maladjusted in their relationships than the A’s.

Given that the intelligence of the A and B differed, some 
participants in group B fared very well in their careers. What 
accounted for the difference in their level of accomplishment?

success

It is quite astonishing that only three character traits rated highly 
in the respondent’s lives. The career choices were characterised 
by three factors:

 • respondents were more goal-oriented
 • had much higher levels of perseverance, and
 • had greater self-confidence.

Personality factors and character also seem to account for the 
differences in the levels of accomplishment between group A 
and B. Intelligence can certainly contribute to success in life, but 
intelligence alone is not enough.

In the 1920s there was a general belief that people with a high intelligence level led a life of personal 
maladjustment, physical weakness and mental instability. There was a wave of studying gifted 
children. Researchers conducted periodic surveys and interviews with the focus on the impact of 

high-intelligence and maladjustment.

By Deirdre Potgieter, Directorate for Counselling and Career Development (DCCD)

Does a higher

intelligence
predict greater

in life?

dose of
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Whether you are in the first or the final year of 
studying, the Directorate for Counselling and Career 
Development (DCCD) has something of benefit for 
you! We offer a service to students and can help 
you take the next step in your career 
development journey. Visit or e-mail 
us and make the directorate a 
regular pop-in spot. We look 
forward to seeing or hearing  
from you! You can e-mail concerns 
that you have to an e-counsellor at 
www.unisa.ac.za/counselling.  
Click on the bubble “talk to us” and 
send an e-mail to a counsellor.

Did you know?

Drive

Do you have a role model in life? Think 
where your role model showed great 
courage, drive and perseverance to reach goals.  Drive 
includes a need for achievement, constant striving 
for improvement, ambition, a high energy level, 
perseverance despite obstacles. With perseverance, 
achievers keep at a set task with a sustained effort to 
fulfil their goals, even in unfavourable circumstances.

Maturity

Maturity is the balance between courage 
and consideration.  For example, if you express 
your feelings and convictions with courage, balanced 
with consideration for the feeling and convictions of 
others, you will be regarded as mature. Immature 
people lack internal maturity and emotional strength.

Integrity

Integrity is doing what you say, matching 
your deeds and words. Honesty, congruence 
and credibility are especially important if you want to 
become a leader because these traits inspire others 
to put their trust in you. If we cannot make and keep 
commitments to ourselves as well as to others, our 
commitments are meaningless.  There is enormous 
power in keeping promises and honouring commitments.

An abundance  
mentality

There is plenty for everyone out there.   
An abundance mentality flows from a deep sense 
of personal worth and security.  It results in sharing 
recognition, profits and responsibility. It turns personal 
joy and fulfilment into shared results.

Most people are stuck deeply in the scarcity mentality. 
They see life as a pie where if someone gets a piece, 
it means less for everybody else. People with a scarcity 
mentality have a hard time sharing recognition credit, 
power or profit.

Take stock of your attributes, put them into logical 
sequence, and then apply them.

To wrap up… 

A character rich in integrity, maturity, drive and an abundance 
mentality, has a genuineness that goes far beyond high 
intellectual (IQ), and emotional intelligence (EQ). Our character, 
more than your intellect, constantly sends messages to the 
outside world. Integrity and how you treat others, is the root 
of success in life, whether it be in your relationships, personal 
life, community, or at work. Drive, maturity, integrity and an 
abundance mentality, all form part of a rich tapestry of life.

What makes certain graduates more successful 
than others?

Many different character traits are involved in achieving success, 
such as motivation, commitment to goals, emotional maturity, 
thinking creatively, and perhaps the most important of all – a 
willingness to work hard! There is also growing recognition that 
the ability to work with people may be more important than 
a high IQ. Emotional Intelligence (EQ) is twice as important 
than IQ. Senior leaders may seem brilliant, but those who really 
succeed as leaders have high EQ levels.

The five EQ components to strive for:

 self-awareness. This refers to understanding one’s 
own emotional state and the effect it may have on others 
and colleagues and clients in your working environment

 self-regulation is the ability to control disruptive 
impulses and moods

 motivation is understood as the passion to work 
primarily for intrinsic rewards. Extrinsic rewards such as 
money or status should be secondary

 empathy is understanding the emotional state of other 
people

 social skills refers to ability to manage relationships 
and interpersonal networks.

We should strive to develop EQ and IQ. We must actively 
transfer these skills to our work environments and personal lives.  
This is called transformational intelligence and these skills are the 
key to coping with the demands of the 21st century.

Read the following section and ask yourself how well you have 
acquired these traits, and how you can transform your current 
behaviour and thoughts to reach your full potential.

Let’s see which character traits are essential for achievement:
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Unisa graduates increasingly 
find employment 
More than half of Unisa students are already working when they commence their studies (53% 

of 2013 graduates). Of those alumni who graduated in 2013 and who were not employed 

during their studies, 63% found employment, as opposed to 54% in 
2009. These were some of the findings of research undertaken by Unisa’s Directorate 
Institutional Research in the Research Department and published in a report entitled Graduate 
Exit Survey 2015.

Survey:

The authors of the report, 
Dr Elizabeth Archer and Ms 
Yuraisha Chetty, explain that 
graduates were surveyed 
two years after graduation 
to allow them enough 
time to search for and 
secure employment prior 
to completing the survey. 
The survey invited graduates 
to participate in order to 
determine their perceptions 
of the appropriateness 
and relevance of their 
qualifications obtained from 
Unisa, as well as other 
important dimensions of 
graduate employability. 
832 graduates with a 
similar profile to the overall 
2013 graduate population 
completed the survey. Results 
were compared to a 2011 
study which involved alumni 
who graduated in 2009.

Graduates indicated 
that both their studies at 

Unisa and work experience 
contributed well to their meta-
cognitive skills, efficacy beliefs 

and skilful practice, transferable 
skills and academic and 

study skills.

The majority of 
respondents indicated that 

they actively sought employment 
after completing their qualifications in 
2013. This is quite a bit higher than the 
59% in 2009. These graduates relied 
heavily on internet-based job-seeking 

methods as opposed to paper-
based methods.

The vast majority 
of graduates (92% for 

both 2009 and 2013) indicated 
that they are studying further, 

are considering further studies or 
have already completed some 

additional studies.

The need for balance 
was noted as one of the 

top five influences on career 
choice along with personal 

attributes, subject specific skills and 
knowledge, opportunity to be of 
service to others and financial 

considerations.

Other insights gained from the research are:
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It seems that Unisa is providing appropriate support 
to facilitate graduateness and employability with its 
students.  Students seeking first time employment after 
graduation are becoming more successful in finding 
employment. Many graduates who were employed are 
seeking alternative employment after graduation, while 
those graduates who maintained their employment 
after graduating reaped multiple benefits from their 
qualifications.  Graduates also reported that they are 
experiencing job satisfaction and satisfaction with their 
salaries post-graduation from Unisa.

Simukai Murerwa, Deputy President of Unisa’s National Student 
Representative Council (SRC), graduated in October 2015 
with a Bachelor of Arts in Communication Science. It’s been a 
fulfilling, sometimes challenging journey, but Murerwa wants 
Unisa students to know that anything is possible at an institution 
that is ready to help define your tomorrow.

Having gone through the system of open, distance and 
e-learning (ODeL), he knows that it requires a great deal more 
as a student. ‘Discipline is a requirement when you study at 
an ODeL institution and there should be no compromise on 
this. Having to balance my role within the SRC and my studies, 
in order to finish in record time, has taught me great time 
management,’ he said. According to Murerwa, the recipe to 
being a successful Unisa student is keeping in mind that you are 
at a unique university which requires you to be unique too. ‘It is 
imperative that you be the U in Unisa,’ he concluded.

Murerwa is currently studying towards an LLB through Unisa.

Simukai Murerwa, Deputy President of Unisa’s National Student
Representative Council

Murerwa urges 
students to be 
the ‘U’ in Unisa

The top three sectors in 
which the 2013 Unisa graduates 

are employed are:  non-professional 
community, social and personal services, 
financial intermediation and insurance 
and general government services.

In terms of 
the changes experienced in 

existing employment after graduation, 
2013 graduates who were employed 

during their studies noted positive 
changes (68%). This included feeling 

better equipped to perform their duties, 
being more respected in the workplace, 

receiving salary increases, and 
receiving promotions.
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the wonderful thing about Unisa students is that they aLL have interesting stories, due in no small part to 
the fact that they belong to the brave and resilient open distance learning family. 

Below we present some of your photos and stories. To be included in this section in the next issue of Inspired, or on 
myUnisa News, send us a pic of yourself in your personal study environment, and add a sentence or two about the 
challenges (and pleasures) of being a Unisa student. Our email address is inspired@unisa.ac.za – please don’t forget 
to add your name and the course for which you are registered.

Ralph Muvhiiwa (PhD Engineering) working on a 
waste-to-energy process with Materials and Process 
Synthesis (MaPS). ‘Its always a privilege to do full 
time research with Unisa,’ he says. ‘The university 
gives 100 % support to my research work.’

Rotondwa Mabilu (Environmental Management) 
placing waste at a recycle-drop off point as part of 
a practical assignment. ‘I enjoy this course,’ he says, 
‘but the challenge is that it is time consuming as 
most of the modules are online’.

Gracious Mandiyanike (BA Human and Social 
Studies in Community Development) on 
graduation day. ‘I applied for an honours degree 
in Development Studies and hope to start in 2016, 
he says. ‘It has been a great and awesome journey 
studying at Unisa.’

YOUR
pics and stories
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Anele Homani hitting the books. ‘Internet access is 
important to keep track of one’s studies,‘ he says. 
‘Many students do not have such facilities and this 
is one of the challenges.  I wish more E-tutors could 
be available for students.’

Isaac Masilo Mashila  believes that 
no sacrifice is too great when one 
pursues success. ‘Failure is not part of 
my vocabulary,’ he says. ‘I wake up at 
3 in the morning to present my radio 
show at Unisa, then start another job 
at 7:30. The few remaining hours are 
devoted to study.’ 

Evelyn Chirwa (Archives and Record Management) studying 
for the exams. ‘I am a working student  and single mum to  a 
seven-year-old daughter,’ she says. ‘The challenges I face include  
taking care of my daughter and helping her with her homework, 
doing household work and still focusing on my job while not 
forgetting my studies.’
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Social power is key

Delivering the keynote address, Professor Deirdre Byrne, Head 
of Unisa’s Institute for Gender Studies, said that the difference in 
social power that men hold, relative to women’s power, means 
that men feel entitled to use women as they like – and this 
includes sexually and/or physically. ‘Putting the situation very 
simply, men in power do not usually like women to stand up 
to them or refuse to do what they want, and then they punish 
those women with what is known as gender-based violence,’ 
said Byrne. ‘This may take a number of forms, including assault, 
causing injury of any kind, rape or non-consensual sex, saying 
things that are unwelcome, threatening or intimidating women 
physically or verbally, hijacking and kidnapping women, and 
trafficking them for money into sexual slavery.’

Men also vulnerable

Byrne emphasised that GBV does not affect only women. 
‘Men are also vulnerable,’ she said, ‘especially younger men at 
the hands of older men – once again because of the power-
differential between older men, who have financial and social 

power, and younger men, who don’t.’ She explained that  GBV 
does not have to be heterosexual, and that there are also forms 
of GBV that are perpetrated by men and women against people 
of the same sex.

Unisa not immune

Byrne said that it was a myth that Unisa’s students, who study 
by distance, are not vulnerable to the kinds of GBV and sexual 
harassment that happens on residential university campuses 
such as Wits, where four lecturers resigned in 2013 after 
students brought charges of sexual harassment against them. 
‘Once again,’ she said, ‘note that there was a power differential 
between the students and their lecturers: the lecturers or 
possibly professors hold the power to pass or fail the students, 
who then do not feel empowered to resist sexual advances. 
However, these kinds of advances can be made at Unisa as 
well, since there are many students who study on campus, 
and in addition, students may make personal appointments to 
see their lecturers. The practice of luring students into sexually 
compromising situations with a promise of marks is entirely 
unacceptable and violates the ethics of university teaching.’

Gender-based violence:

Gender-based violence (GBV) came under the spotlight at a Unisa dialogue co-presented by the Employee 
Relations and Wellness Directorate and the Office of the Dean of Students. Held on 25 November, the event 
formed part of Unisa’s support for both 16 Days of Activism for No Violence Against Women and Children 

and Red Ribbon Month.

Men also vulnerable

Pictured here with the Gender-Based Violence Pledge (which was signed by attendees at the end of the event) and a Red Ribbon Month candle 
are Livhuwani Ramuedzisi (Ant-Harassment Officer), Professor Puleng LenkaBula (Dean of Students) and Stanley Namakhota, Sports and 
Cultural Officer of Unisa’s Student Representative Council
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